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Each stem has exactly one stressed syllable. Com-

pounds, which are viewed as containing more than one

stem, may have two stressed syllables. A few suffixes

are stressed.

Morphosyntax

Alienability is marked by a prefix r?-, which follows the

personal prefix.

Inflection in subject relative clauses. The verb

of a subject relative clause takes personal prefixes from

a different series:

Verb inflection. Person of subject (and object) are

marked by prefixes on the verb, and the imperative is

marked by a prefix in the same series. Notice that the

same prefixes which mark person of subject on intransi-

tive verbs also mark the corresponding person of subject

with third person object on transitive verbs.

Person of subject (/ person of object):

l(/3) 2-

2(/3) m-

3(/3) [zero]

imperative(/3) k-

imperative/1 ?anyk-

The personal prefix is attached directly to the verb stem.

When the verb consists of a stem plus an element which

has recently been reanalyzed as part of the verb (e.g., an

incorporated object or a morpheme which originated as

a clitic dependent upon the preceding word), the

recently reanalyzed element precedes the personal

prefix. For example, the word ri'iri'a-tucfer 'we are

associated with you, we go along with you' consists of a

stem atu<fer and an incorporated object nyv\ the per-

sonal prefix ny - '1/2' is sandwiched between these two

parts.

Noun inflection. Person of possessor is marked on

possessed nouns:

1

[zero]

3 [zero]

Prefixes from this series denote the person of the subject

of the embedded verb; see also Halpern (1947c: 163).

Relative clause constructions are discussed below.

maskwe ma--k
w
-a-vkyew

image 2-rel-carry

'you who carry the images' [Cachora 13]

Plural object. A verbal prefix rti-- is sometimes

used to mark plural object. It precedes any overt per-

sonal prefix. ri>i-- 'plural object' is poorly attested in

this volume.

nyi-?i=m (pl.obj-say=m) 'he speaks to them'

[Cachora 24]

Reflexive/reciprocal. Reflexivity and reciprocity

are marked by a morpheme mat, which is cliticized to

the verb.

mat-ma-taver-m m-acumpap-k
refl-2-chase-M 2-do.four.times-SS

'you [will] chase each other four times' [Cachora 1 1]

Demonstrative clitics. Three nominal demonstra-

tive clitics are attested: -va 'this', which denotes prox-

imity; -sa 'far', which denotes distance; and the

extremely common - n\ glossed 'definite'. Their use is

conditioned by discourse factors and is not yet fully

understood. Demonstrative clitics follow the entire

noun phrase.

?utis ava-ny

bow this.md-def

'these bows' [Cachora 8]



nyayu- 2-u-c6c-ny

things 1-nom.put.away-def

'the things I have put away' [Cachora 1]

Case marking. Case marking is optional. Case

markers are clitics; they follow the entire noun phrase

(and any demonstrative clitic that may be present). The

following case markers are attested:

-c subject

-k at, to, from

-m with, at, from

-F in, into

-i locative: at, in

Objects are always unmarked for case.

Halpern sometimes records a sequence of -i 'at, in'

followed by -P 'in, into' or -k 'at, to, from'. No other

sequences occur.

at6-ny-i (center-def-loc) 'in the center' [Cachora 8]

2anya-v-k (east-this-to) 'to the east' [Collins 4]

2anya- k
wa-cp3k-m (sun def-come.up-at) 'at sunrise'

[Kelly Kar2uk 1]

2avumak-ny-i-k (back.of.house-def-loc-at) 'at the back

of the house' [Collins 16]

Verbal suffixes. Numerous verbal suffixes are

attested. They are listed below.

-am

-apat/-n
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derived form (see Halpern 1947c: 161-166). In the

examples below, relative clauses are italicized.

rta-yfc 2-ucec-ny ay6v-k

thing 1-nom.put.away-def see.cpl-SS

'they look over the things I have put away' [Cachora 1]

In a subject relative clause, the embedded verb typically

(but not always) takes a prefix £""-, glossed

'relative]'.
46 Arguments of the embedded verb are

marked by personal prefixes from a special set dis-

cussed above; they may also be lexically realized, but

an embedded subject noun phrase is never marked for

subject case.

mawi-c vidaw-m mat-kanav-m nya-2av-k

relative-sj be.here.cpl-DS refl-explain-DS when-hear-SS

'his relatives are there, and he explains [his idea], and

when they hear' [Cachora 1]

Clauses suffixed with -k 'SS [potentially analyzable as

same-subject]' and -m 'DS [potentially analyzable as

different-subject]' are syntactically dependent; their

mood may be determined by that of the independent

clause with which they are ultimately linked. Two

examples follow.

nya-wi-nypat-m ma-2av-xa

1/2-do-in.turn-DS 2-feel-irr

'I will get back at you and you will feel it! ' [Collins 22]

patipd- k"a-piiy-ny-c vidfk-m

person rel-die-def-sj lie.here-M

'the person who died is lying here' [Collins 21]

K"anx6 IFa-ddw-xa-c sudaw-k vidaw-m

basket rel-take-irr-sj wait.for-SS be.locd.cpl-DS

'the ones who will take the basket are waiting here'

[Cachora 9]

Mr. Kelly differs from the other two narrators in that his

use of the prefix K"- is not limited to subject relative

clauses and is not yet fully understood. Following Hal-

pern (1947c: 162-163), k"- is tentatively glossed

'def[inite]' in the analyzed sample of Mr. Kelly's

speech in chapter 6.

Clause combining and switch reference.

Clauses are typically linked together in long sequences.

The most commonly used clause-linking devices are the

verbal suffixes -k and -m. -k is typically found when the

clause in which it appears has a subject coreferential

with that of the following clause,47 while -m is often

used when the clause in which it appears has a subject

different from that of the following clause; hence -k and

-m are sometimes analyzed as switch reference markers

(for discussion see Halpern 1976:21-22, Slater 1977,

Miller 1992). In the examples below, the relevant

suffixes are italicized.

nyany-c ayi-k xalyk
w£-k

that-sj go-SS search-SS

'they go and search' [Cachora 3]

2-uckuxav-fc 2a-y6v-xa

1-catch.up.with.them-SS 1-see.cpl-irr

'we'll catch up with them and see them' [Cachora 9]

The use of these suffixes is not well understood,

however, and the validity of the switch reference

analysis is far from certain. The texts in this volume

contain numerous instances of -k and -m suffixes which

cannot be analyzed as switch reference markers; these

are glossed '-K [not analyzable as same-subject]' and

'-M [not analyzable as different-subject]'.

alycakxav-£ nyamam alyaxav-k

take.them.into-K that's.all enter.into-SS

'they take[these things] in, and finally [the people] go in'

[KellyKar2uk4]

ucumpap-m namak

do.by.fours-M quit

'they do it in groups of four and they quit' [Cachora 10]

In one systematic exception, verbs of a certain class are

never directly suffixed with -k, regardless of their refer-

ence relations with the following clause; instead, they

obligatorily take a suffix m.48 Verbs of this class include

a?i 'say', awi 'do', adu 'be', astw 'gather', cami 'lay

down long object', and numerous other common verbs;

for a full list see Halpern (1947c: 158), Slater (1977), or

Miller (1992). Since their suffix m is lexically

determined, it is segmented from the verb by

means of the symbol '=' (rather than by a hyphen)
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and glossed '=m' in analyzed texts.

Other clause-linking devices. Another clause-

linking device is the dubitative suffix -sa/-s, glossed

'but'. The following example spans two lines.

2a-smadi-t-nti-jd-

1-not.know-assrt-again-but

'I don't know it either, but

nya-yu-c ny£vidfk a2i-tya

thing-sj lie.here say-truly

there is something here.' [Collins 28]

The prefix ri'a-- 'when' typically indicates temporal

sequence or simultaneity; it also marks conditional

clauses, ri'a-- immediately precedes any non-zero per-

sonal prefix; in the case of a third person form, which

takes a zero personal prefix, ri'a•- immediately precedes

the verb stem. It typically appears in dependent clauses

in which the verb is suffixed with -k or -m.

nya-va-k cakakw6-k

when-arrive-SS ask.question-K

'when he arrives, he asks' [Kelly Kar2uk 1]

2amat-n y-c nya-ruv-m nyuv£-k

ground-def-sj when-be.dry-DS stay.there-SS

'if the ground is dry he stays there' [Kelly Discussion 1 1]

Not all occurrences of ri'a-- are fully understood, how-

ever, and this prefix requires further investigation.

Some instances of ri'a- which appear in the Yuma ver-

sion of the texts in this volume have been ignored in the

English version, in the hope of making the English ver-

sion easier to follow.

Auxiliary constructions. Several types of auxili-

ary construction are found. The two types most fre-

quently used are multiclausal:49 Both main verb and

auxiliary take personal prefixes; the main verb inflects

for person of subject and, if transitive, object; the auxili-

ary inflects only for person of subject, regardless of the

transitivity of the main verb. The main verb is typically

linked to the auxiliary by means of the suffix -fc'SS';
50

the auxiliary may be suffixed as well. Either the main

verb or the auxiliary, or both, may take the prefix rfa-

'when' when appropriate.

Two functionally distinct sets of auxiliaries are

found. Both sets are composed of verbs which in some

contexts act as main verbs and in others act as auxi-

liaries. The "locational" auxiliaries belong to a closed

class of verbs denoting location, position, or direction of

motion. A locational verb used as an auxiliary indicates

not only the location, position, or direction of motion of

the subject but the fact that the activity denoted by the

main verb has duration in time; when two or more loca-

tional auxiliaries appear, they emphasize extended dura-

tion. For further discussion and a complete list of loca-

tional auxiliaries, see Langdon (1978) and Norwood

(1981:120-144).

mat-kandv-k vun6-k

refl-explain-SS be.around.here.pl-SS

'he goes about explaining himself [i.e., his idea]'

[Collins 2]

"2a-xalykwa-k 2-uva-k 2-uvd-k 2-u-v£-k"

1-search-SS 1-stay-SS 1-stay-SS 1-stay-K

' "I keep on looking for things, on and on and on"

'

[Cachora 1]

The "behavioral" auxiliaries include only three verbs:

am 'do', adu 'be', and ati 'say'. It is common for one

of these auxiliaries to appear at the end of a super-

clausal syntactic unit; the example below ends an

eighteen-clause syntactic unit.

nyany-c uva-ny-k q
walay6w a2i=m adu-fa

that-sj be.locd-until-K be.dawn say=m be-truly

'he is supposed to sit there until morning.' [Collins 8]

The behavioral auxiliaries are also used within major

syntactic units in ways not all of which are fully under-

stood. One thing that is clear is that auxiliary a?( 'say'

may be used to indicate that the event expressed by the

main verb is desired, expected, or otherwise unrealized;

one example is given immediately above.
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Negation. Negation is accomplished by means of

an auxiliary construction. The negative auxiliary

aPalem 'not be, not do' follows the verb which it

negates; the negated verb is not suffixed. Halpern often

transcribes aPaZim and the negated verb as a single

word, implying that the negative auxiliary is in the pro-

cess of being reanalyzed as a clitic or suffix. Even

when attached to the negated verb, however, aPaZem

inflects for person of subject. 51

nya-ny avir alya26m-k

that finish not.do-SS

'they haven't finished those [shields]' [Kelly Shield 3]

vada-m 2a-2i-ly2a2em-k

this.nr-at 1 -say- 1.not.do-SS

'I don't say [it happens] right now' [Cachora 1]

Predicate nominals. The predicate nominal con-

struction is fairly common in texts. It consists of a noun

phrase with predicative force, which often takes the

subject case-marking clitic -c. A form of the verb adu

'be' or aZi 'say' often follows the predicate noun. A
noun phrase denoting the logical subject (the person or

thing of whom the predication is made) optionally

appears in initial position in the construction.52 In the

examples below, the predicate noun is italicized.

"nya-ny ri
yil?atandkv-ri/-c adu-k" a2i=m

that leader-def-sj be-SS say=m
' "That's the leader," [someone] says' [Collins 20]

tudiP-c a?6-t

tudily .clan-sj say-assrt

'it was the twdiP clan' [Kelly Kar2uk 2]

ia?e-z

enemy-sj

'it's the enemy' [Kelly Kar2uk 15]

vada-ny matxazdw-ny

this.nr-def soul-def

'this one is the soul' [Kelly Soul 9]

For further discussion of predicate nominal construc-

tions in Yuman languages, see Munro (1977), Langdon

(1991), and Miller (1991).

Discourse

Word order. A clause consists minimally of a verb

which is inflected for person of subject (and object) and

which typically bears one or more of the syntactic

suffixes listed above.

ny-ukanav-t-m

3/1 -inform-assrt-DS

'[somebody] told me' [Collins 1]

Lexical noun phrases appear optionally. It is rare for a

clause to contain more than one noun phrase, but when

such a clause occurs the typical constituent order is

SOV.

sanyc2ak-ava-c tadfc ava-ny sar-k

women.pl-this-sj corn this-def sprinkle-SS

'these women sprinkle this corn' [Cachora 21]

Noun phrases. Very often, a noun phrase

comprises a complete prosodic unit (and following the

conventions of this volume is written on a line by itself).

It is usually not necessary to analyze such a noun phrase

as being contained within a clause from some adjacent

prosodic unit. Noun phrases not contained within the

boundaries of a clause are here referred to as "floating"

noun phrases. Most denote topics; some corefer with

arguments of clauses in adjacent prosodic units as well.

Many are followed by a clitic -a, which explicitly marks

them as floating noun phrases. Others are case-marked

(but need not be analyzed as part of an adjacent clause

because the arguments of every clause are indicated by

inflection), and others still are followed simply by a

demonstrative clitic. Each of the examples below spans

several prosodic units and hence several lines.

nyi-2i=m

pl.obj-say=m

'he speaks to them,

pa2ipa- k
wa-supaw vada-c

person rel-know this.nr-sj

this person who knows' [Cachora 24]

nyava
this

'as for these [items],
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awi=m
do=m
he does it,

astu-=m

gather=m

he gathers them' [Collins 2]

2aq
wak nya-cak

w
61y-a

deer ali-hide-fnp

'this deer hide

vawi=m akyit-k vun6-k avir-k

do.thus=m cut-SS be.around.here.pl-SS finish-SS

he goes about cutting it like this and he finishes'

[Collins 26]

sav&r vada-ny

song this.nr-def

'as for this song,

asuvar-ny

nom.sing-def

[at] the singing of it,

uv26-k im£-k

stand.cpl-SS dance-SS

they stand up and dance' [Cachora 1 8]

utas^w-k aw6-t-a

try.out-SS do-assrt-end

'they test them,

maskwe-ny-a

image-def-fnp

the images.' [Kelly Kar2uk 9]

Plural verb forms. Plurality is a derivational

category; plurals are formed in complex and idiosyn-

cratic ways and must be listed in the lexicon. For dis-

cussion of plural formation, see Halpern (1947b). With

few exceptions, plural verb forms are used optionally in

texts: their use cannot be stated in syntactic terms and

is not yet well understood. When they appear, plural

verb forms may indicate collective action by plural sub-

jects or action distributed across objects, time, or space.

The first two examples below (which happen to

represent consecutive lines in a narrative) demonstrate

that a nonplural verb form may be used with either

plural or nonplural reference; compare the use of the

plural form in the third example below.

pa2i-pa-c 2a.n6q-k viyd--t

people-sj b<e.few-SS go-assrt

'a few people go [and do this]'

[Collins 9]

k
w
-a-sv£-r-ny-c vi-yd- -nti-k

rel-sing-def-sj go-again-SS

'the singer gC)es, too' [Collins 9]

2anyd-v-k na.d6m-k vi-w6c

east-this-to turn.sharply.cpl-SS go.cpl

'they go off heading to the east' [Collins 4]

Locational and positional verbs constitute an exception

to the generalization above; they regularly appear in

their plural forms when they have plural reference,

regardless of whether they are used as main verbs or

auxiliaries.

va?d6w-kam

1 .be.here.cpl-KM

'here we are' [Collins 14]

a2i- viddw-k

say be.here.cpl-SS

'they go on talking about it [lit. saying]' [Cachora 3]

The locational verb vwn& originated as a plural

form but is now used with both plural and nonplural

subjects.

mat-kanlv-k vun6 -k

refl-explain-SS be.around.here.pl-SS

'he goes about explaining himself [i.e., his idea]'

[Collins 2]

Conjunctions. Both locational and behavioral

verbs may be used as conjunctions, in which case they

are typically translated 'then' or 'so'. For further dis-

cussion see Miller (1993). The examples below span

two and three lines respectively; the verbs used as con-

junctions are italicized.

"2ax6t-k" a2i=m awi=m

be.good-K say=m do=m
' "All right," they say, and so,

calyavi-k

make.be.like-SS

he fits them on' [Cachora 5]
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vun6-k vun6-k avir

be.around.here.pl-SS be.around.here.pl-SS finish

'he goes on and on and he finishes; [paragraph break]

varfavd-kam

when.be.here-KM

and then,

2asa-k-ny adaw-k iya-m ap6t-k

knife-def take-SS his.mouth-with cover-SS

he takes the knife and holds it in his mouth' [Collins 21]

Demonstratives. Demonstratives have subtle

discourse functions. This is true of both lexical demon-

stratives and demonstrative elements incorporated into

locational verbs. Subject forms of the lexical demon-

stratives avd 'this (middle distance)', vadd 'this

(nearby)', and savd 'that (far)' are typically used at a

change in subject. The subject form nvdnvc 'that one

(he, she, it) (subject)', on the other hand, is used where

there is no change in subject but where the speaker

wishes to emphasize that the referent in question fulfills

the semantic role of subject. The following example

spans three lines; see Miller (1994) for discussion.

su-paw-k alya26m-k

know-SS not.do-K

'they don't know,

vadd-c su-paw-k ava-k

this.nr-sj know-SS be.locd-SS

[but] this [singer] knows,

ridrf-c uxay-k viva-k a2e-t

that-sj know.how-SS be.here-SS say-assrt

he is the one who knows how [to do it], and so'

[Kelly Soul 2]

Demonstrative elements incorporated into positional

verbs are used to convey subtle information about the

speaker's perspective on the events he is narrating. An

example is given below; for discussion, see Miller

(1994).

pa2ipa-c «yrv?aw-k caq
w
er-t-m-a

person-sj stand.there-SS orate-assrt-M-end

'a [certain] person stands there and speaks.

nyany kw-uxay-c

that rel-know.how-sj

He is the one who knows how to do it.

viv?aw-k caq
w
er-k

stand.here-SS orate-SS

He stands here and speaks' [Collins 4]

Superclausal syntactic units. It is difficult to

identify sentences in Yuma discourse, and in fact the

sentence seems not to be a useful category in analyzing

the narratives in this volume. Rather than sentences, the

narratives are composed of long sequences of linked

clauses; abundant examples may be found throughout

the volume. It is rare to find an unambiguous mor-

phosyntactic indication that a clause sequence has come

to an end. While there are numerous suffixes which

indicate the end of a superclausal syntactic unit, these

are used with relative rarity in texts. The vast majority

of clauses end instead with a suffix -k, -m, =m, or -lam;

it is never necessary to analyze these suffixes as ending

a superclausal syntactic unit. Such an analysis may be

possible in some instances,53 but it is not clear how the

relevant instances might be identified; no basis has yet

been found for distinguishing a -k, -m, =m, or -lam

which ends a major syntactic unit from the countless

instances of the same morphemes which have clause-

linking functions. For the purposes of this volume (in

particular, for the purpose of determining punctuation in

the English translations as discussed in the plan of the

volume), -k, -m, =m, and -lam are regarded as potential

clause-linking morphemes.

Prosody and discourse. Prosody (discussed

above in the plan of the volume) provides useful clues

to the structure of discourse, in particular to the degree

of semantic unity among adjacent clauses. If two

clauses occur in the same prosodic unit, it is possible to

analyze them as jointly expressing a single idea. If two

clauses occupy distinct prosodic units, on the other

hand, they must express distinct ideas. In the first

example below, the clauses astuvdnk 'they sing' and

vwn&k 'they are around here' may be interpreted as

together expressing the idea translated 'they go on sing-

ing'. In the second example below (which spans two

lines), vun&k occupies a prosodic unit (and in fact a

prosodic paragraph) distinct from that of the preceding

clause; this identifies it as a distinct semantic unit; hence

it is translated as a main verb rather than as an auxiliary.
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astuvar-k vun6-k

sing.dpl-SS be.around.here.pl-SS

'they go on singing' [Collins 3]

avir-k

finish-SS

'they finish; [paragraph break]

vuno-k
be.around.here.pl-SS

they are around here,' [Collins 4]

Much work remains to be done before Yuma

discourse will be fully understood. What has been done

thus far suggests that studies of discourse may

illuminate numerous troublesome aspects of Yuma

syntax.

CONVENTIONS

General Conventions

The symbol d represents a voiced interdental frica-

tive.

Halpern's orthography is used. Halpern writes inor-

ganic vowels as a in prestress position and as a in

poststress position; for discussion see Halpern

(1946a:30-33). In either position, inorganic vowels

break up impermissible underlying or surface clusters.

In prestress position, they also prevent the surfacing of

monosyllabic monomorphemic verb stems.

Since it is a Yuma word, the term karluk is itali-

cized throughout this volume. Exceptions are made for

the phrases Kar2uk House and Kar?uk narrative, which

are regarded as proper nouns and where the need to cap-

italize is given precedence over the need to italicize.

Conventions Used in Chapters 2-4

* This word is not clearly articulated.

This line is not clearly articulated.

d This word cannot be heard on the tape.

1 The material on the next page begins a new

prosodic paragraph.

*** Material has been omitted.

A new graphic line indicates a new prosodic unit (pro-

sodic line).

A line which begins flush with the left margin is pre-

ceded by a pause.

A line indented 1/8 inch is not preceded by a pause.

A line indented 1/2 inch is a continuation of the previ-

ous line. The two graphic lines represent a single

prosodic line.

A blank space between lines indicates that the speaker

has come to a stop. A new prosodic paragraph

begins after the blank line.

Three sets of three asterisks indicate that material has

been reordered.

In Mr. Kelly's narratives, a capital letter Q precedes a

question by the interviewer; a capital letter A pre-

cedes Mr. Kelly's response.

Endnotes are numbered separately in the Yuma and

English versions of each text and appear at the end

of the texts in each chapter. The Table of Contents

lists the pages on which these endnotes appear.

Abbreviations Used in Chapter 6

ali alienably possessed

assrt assertive

cpl collective plural

def definite

dim diminutive

dpi distributive plural
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DS potentially analyzable as different-subject

switch reference marker

dub dubitative

emph emphatic

end end of major syntactic unit

evid evidential

fnp floating noun phrase (usually topic or

afterthought)

indef indefinite

irr irrealis

K not analyzable as same-subject suffix

KM compound suffix derived historically from

reduction of auxiliary construction;

sometimes has perfective meaning

lg large

locd located

=m lexically determined suffix

M not analyzable as different-subject suffix

md middle distance

nom nominalization

nr near

opt optative

pi plural, not fitting (for formal or semantic

reasons) into one of the

above categories

sev several, implying distributive object

Q question marker

sj subject case marker

sm small

SS potentially analyzable as same-subject

switch reference marker

usit usitative

1 first person subject

2 second person subject

/l first person object

12 second person object

[repeat] Indicates in the morpheme-by-morpheme

analysis that the preceding word is

repeated a number of times in the line

of the text above.

NOTES TO INTRODUCTION

1. According to Halpern, k"acan is a shortened

form of the phrase xdm k"acdn 'those who descended

by way of the water' (see Bee 1983:97).

2. This was their location shortly before the

middle of the nineteenth century. It is not clear how

long the Quechan have lived in this area. The earliest

accounts of Spanish explorations of the Colorado do not

mention them, leaving open the question of whether

they were in this area in the sixteenth century.

3. During the twentieth century, modern

development, including dams and irrigation projects,

has altered the behavior of the river.

4. While figures are not available for the Quechan

themselves, Castetter and Bell (1951:238) estimate that

in aboriginal times their southern neighbors, the

Cocopa, obtained 30 percent of their food from

cultivation while for the Mojave to the north the amount

may be as high as 50 percent.

5. According to Halpern (1984[ed.]:293), approx-

imately 20,000 acres were restored to the Quechan in

1979. Bee (1983:95), on the other hand, reports that

25,000 acres were restored in 1978.

6. See Forde (1931:142-147). The quotation is

from Forbes (1965:36).

7. This quotation is from an undated grant

proposal written by Halpern.

8. See Densmore (1932:11-13) for a gruesome

description. Scalping was performed by a man who had

received certain powers through dreaming. After

removing the scalp, he would kick it four times, then

throw it in the air four times (Forde 1931:165-166),

much as in the mock battle of the karluk ceremony.

9. Since it is a Yuma word, the term kariuk is

italicized throughout this volume, except in the phrases

Kar2uk House and Kar?uk narrative, where the need to

capitalize is given precedence over the need to italicize.

10. This information is from a grant proposal

written by Halpern in 1983.

11. Bee (1981:76) reports that he attended a

truncated version of the karluk in 1966. The influence

of River Yuman tribes was evident at a karluk

ceremony held by a Kumeyaay (Southern Diegueiio)

band in 1990.

12. As Bee (1981:76) points out: "Throughout the

twentieth century, the rituals surrounding the deaths of

tribal members have been sources of tribal cohesion

—

occasions when factions forgot their differences to

mourn th^ l°ss °f one °f their members."


